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in which a holy skill requires to be exercised, to combine
brevity, unity, and definiteness. In Foster's remarks on Robert
Hall's Character as a Preacher, he adverts to a failure in this
respect by which the great orator was characterized.* While
the devotional spirit was admirable-" the greatest seriousness
and simplicity, the plainest character of genuine piety, humble
and prostrate before the Almighty"-there was often in the
petitions a vagueness and want of unity, a kind of random com
bination not to have been looked for in so great a preacher.
"Prayers," says Mr. Foster very justly, "which do not detain
the thoughts on any certain things in particular, take very slight
hold of the auditors."

2. Language or Style.-Instinctively, every devout heart will
express itself in prayer in simple language. Figures of speech
in prayer, except they be so simple as to have lost the semblance
of figures, are utterly out of the question. Elaborate rhetorical
periods are simply an abomination. What are described as
" eloquent prayers" must ever be regarded with suspicion. An
eloquent prayer is calculated to raise the question, Was it
designed for the ear of God or for the ear of man? The
reporter of an American newspaper revealed more than he
probably intended when he described" the most eloquent prayer
that was ever addressed to a Boston audience."

While artificial rhetoric is ever to be shunned, a certain neat
ness and conciseness of style is highly suitable. All uncouth
ness, flabbiness, clumsiness, is especially disagreeable in prayer,
and no doubt it is the frequent occurrence of such things that
affords ground for objection to extempore public prayer. Atten
tion at the beginning of his course to neatness of expression in
the language of prayer will be of the greatest service to the
young preacher. By and by his ordinary language will assume
somewhat of the point, precision, and finish of a liturgy.

The copious use of Scriptural expressions in prayer is of
essential importance. The remark of Addison has often been
quoted on this subject, although it is not very profound or
exhaustive. "There is a certain coldness," he says, "in the
phrases of European languages compared with the oriental
form of speech. The English tongue has received innumerable
improvements from an infusion of Hebraisms, derived out of the
practical passages in Holy Writ. They warm and animate our

~
language, give it force and energy, and convey our thoughts in

./ ardent and intense phrases. There is something in this kind
• .. Hall's Works," i. 207.
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of diction that often sets the mind in a flame, and makes our
hearts burn within us. How cold and dead is a prayer com
posed in' the most elegant form of speech, when it is not height
ened by that jsolemnity of phrase which may be drawn from the
sacred writings."

The use of the Lord's Prayer, provided it be not carelessly
rhymed over, but uttered devoutly and thoughtfully, is to many
devout minds a great comfort. Preachers can hardly under
stand with what delight some of their people welcome that part
of the service where they are led in prayer, not in the words of
man, but in the words of the blessed Lord himself. It is not
merely that in every petition of the Lord's Prayer there is such
infinite depth and fulness, but the language is such a model of
clearness, directness, and simplicity. It were well if the Lord's
Prayer were taken as a model for all prayer more than it is.
The other prayers of Scripture are constructed on the same
principle. Those of St. Paul are wonderful examples of brevity
and richness, and are usually constructed with a fine musical
cadence. It is no wonder if those whose ear is accustomed to
such prayers are offended by the loose, rambling, flabby per
formances they sometimes hear. There is a language suitable
for prayer equally removed from the grandiloquence of the
rhetorician and from the careless clumsiness of the impromptu
orator. David or rather Moses began it, and John, who quotes
Moses in the Apocalypse, crowned it. Nothing higher or better
ever has been or ever can be achieved.

To train himself to make skilful use of suitable passages of
Scripture in prayer is one of the most indispensable exercises
of the young preacher. To achieve this power ought to be one
of his most earnest endeavours; for not to be able to throw his
petitions into the language of the Holy Spirit is to fail in one of
the most important means of edification which a Christian con
gregation can enjoy.

3. The Tone and Utterance.-One rule, well observed, will
make all other rules superfluous: let prayerbe uttered as in the
very presence of God-poured into his ear as from a miserable
sinner who deserves his wrath, but to whom for Christ's sake
He extends his infinite mercy. In prayer so uttered there will
always be an undertone of felt unworthiness, the voice will
have a touch of contrition, while a plaintive, fervent tone of
entreaty will characterize the prayer throughout. The absence
of this tone raises a great objection to many extempore prayers,
and no other qualities can make up for it. The prayer of one
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